
Type ID Domain DescriptionExpiration

Essential JSESSIONID JavaServer Pages 
Technologies

Used to maintain an anonymous user session by the server 
in Java™ 2 Platform Enterprise Edition web applications. It is 
a necessary cookie that expires at the end of a session.

Expires at the 
end of a 
session

Cloudflare set the cookie to support Cloudflare Bot 
Management.

__cf_bm .vimeo.com 30 minutesEssential

Vimeo uses this cookie to save the user’s preferences when 
playing embedded videos from Vimeo.

player .vimeo.com 1 yearFunctional

Pinterest set this cookie to group actions for users who 
cannot be identified.

_pin_unauth .val-mar.com 1 yearAdvertisement

doubleclick.net sets this cookie to determine if the user’s 
browser supports cookies.

test_cookie .doubleclick.net 15 minutesAdvertisement

Used by Google AdWords to re-engage visitors that are likely 
to convert to customers based on the visitor’s online 
behaviour across websites

ga-audiences - -Advertisement

Facebook sets this cookie to display advertisements when 
either on Facebook or on a digital platform powered by 
Facebook advertising after visiting the website.

_fbp .val-mar.com 3 monthsAdvertisement

Google Tag Manager sets the cookie to experiment 
advertisement efficiency of websites using their services. 
Used by Google AdSense for experimenting with 
advertisement efficiency across websites using their 
services.

_gcl_au .val-mar.com 3 monthsAdvertisement

Google Analytics sets this cookie to calculate visitor, session 
and campaign data and track site usage for the site’s 
analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously 
and assigns a randomly generated number to recognise 
unique visitors.

_ga .val-mar.com 1 year 1 month 4 
days

Analytics

By Google, No description available643983751 - -Analytics

Enables Google Analytics regulate the rate of requesting. It is 
a HTTP cookie type that lasts for a session.

_gat# - -Analytics

Used to distinguish individual users by means of designation 
of a randomly generated number as client identifier, which 
allows calculation of visits and sessions

_ga_# - -Analytics

Google Analytics sets this cookie to store information on 
how visitors use a website while also creating an analytics 
report of the website’s performance. Some of the collected 
data includes the number of visitors, their source, and the 
pages they visit anonymously.

_gid .val-mar.com 1 dayAnalytics

Google Analytics sets this cookie for user behaviour tracking._gat_UA-* .val-mar.com 1 minuteAnalytics

Google Analytics sets this cookie to store and count page 
views.

_ga_* .val-mar.com 1 year 1 month 4 
days

Analytics
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Vimeo installs this cookie to collect tracking information by 
setting a unique ID to embed videos on the website. Used by 
Vimeo player to check if certain features or preferences 
have been selected by the user on websites with embedded 
videos from Vimeo.

vuid .vimeo.com 1 year 1 month 4 
days

Analytics

No description availablev3 ct.pinterest.com -Analytics

No description available689d5b4562 bam.nr-data.net -Analytics

This cookie is set by Vimeo and contains data on the visitor’s 
video-content preferences, so that the website remembers 
parameters such as preferred volume or video quality.

sync_active player.vimeo.com neverPerformance

No description availableis_eu val-mar.com neverOther

No description availablear_debug .pinterest.com 1 yearOther

No description available_pinterest_ct_ua .ct.pinterest.com 1 yearOther
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